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Abstract— A key to success in many sports stems from the
ability to anticipate what a player is going to do next. In
sporting duels such as a 1 vs. 1 in rugby, the attacker can try
and beat the defender by using deceptive movement. Those
strategies involve an evolution of the centre of mass (COM) in
the medio-lateral plane, from a minimal state to maximal
displacement just before the final reorientation. The aim of this
work is to consider this displacement as a motion-gap, as
outlined in Tau theory, as a potential variable that may specify
deceptive movement and as a means of comparing anticipatory
performance between mid-level players and novices in rugby.
Using a virtual reality set-up, 8 mid-level rugby players (ML)
and 8 novices (NOV) observed deceptive (DM) and
non-deceptive movements (NDM). The global framework used
an occlusion time paradigm with four occlusion times.
Participants had to judge the final direction of the attacker
after the different cuts-off. For each movement and at each
occlusion time, we coupled the ability to predict the good final
direction with the value of the COM displacement in the
medio-lateral (COM M/L) plane or with the Tau of this
parameter (Tau COM). Firstly, results show that the Tau COM
is a more predictive optical variable than the simple COM M/L.
Secondly, this optical variable Tau COM is used by both groups,
and finally, with a specific methodology we showed that
mid-level players have significantly better anticipatory ability
than the novice group.
Index Terms— Anticipation,
Perception, Rugby, Tau.

I.

Deceptive

movement,

INTRODUCTION

Perceptual skill is fundamental to successful performance in
sport [1, 2]. Numerous investigators in cognitive psychology
examined visual strategy in sports [3, 4]. Those studies
showed, in different sports, such as tennis [5] ice-hockey [6],
badminton [7], squash [8] or football [9] that expert
performers are believed to possess the ability to perceive
determinant visual information from an opponent player’s
movement and use that information to anticipate subsequent
events [10]. In brief, expert perception requires that players
tune into the correct prospective visual information that
specifies a key future event. In the past a variety of
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methodologies have been used to examine expertise at a
perceptual level.
In one of those approaches researchers analysed the visual
search pattern of a performer with eye movement registration
techniques. This approach is assumed to identify important
sources of information used by a subject. Nevertheless, the
findings are contradictory [11]. For example, while authors
showed that the position of the hips, kicking leg and trunk just
before and during contact in penalty kick is presumed to be
important information for expert goalkeepers [12, 13], others
argue that the orientation of the non-kicking foot is key [14].
Those contradictions are mainly explained by the possibility
to fixate on an object without extracting any specific
information [15]. This has been referred to as the difference
between “looking”, which implies fixation on the fovea, and
“seeing” which entails information processing [16]. Another
explanation of this inconsistency stems from the possibility to
fixate on a point in the field but extract information from the
periphery [11]. Another approach has been to present a video
display of an opponent’s action and to integrate a temporal or
a spatial occlusion in the movement. During temporal
occlusion the movement is stopped at various times before or
after a critical event and the subject has to predict the final
outcome of the action [17]. Contrary to the eye tracking
systems, results are less ambiguous. Thus, this methodology
has been used in tennis [18, 19], in squash [20], or in karate
Mori et al. [21]. In most of these studies, the movement’s
outcome is a ball trajectory that has to be analysed and
interpreted. Therefore the coupling between trajectory data
and decision-making processes was at the heart of these
studies [22]. On that account, an original and interesting
challenge is to analyse those perceptual skill but: i) without
using an eye tracking system ii) looking at anticipation when
no ball is involved and it is only the regulation of the
movement of the opponent’s body. This suggests that the
explicit visual information of the situation is not as
predictable as would be when a projectile is involved. This
variability is due to the opportunity of the performer to
modify his action online and thus create uncertainty about
what he is going to do next. These situations, which are only
regulated by body movements, are frequent in sports such as
1 vs. 1 duels in rugby when an attacker tries to beat the
defender. The DM is one of those motor opportunities for the
attacker to fool the defender. The aim is to mislead the
defender by starting to move in one direction and then
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changing running direction at the last moment. The best
parameter to highlight global body movement is the COM
because it represents the outcome of the global body strategy.
Thus, during DM, the COM displacement in the
medio-lateral plane will reveal a reorientation phase. In
others words the player has to control the closure of the gap
between the initial state (direction of the movement before
the DM) and the maximal state (maximal deviation in the
wrong direction before reorientation).
Tau is a variable which refers to the evolution of a
motion-gap [23]. The changing gap between two measurable
states defines this motion-gap. Numerically, Tau is defined as
the ratio of the current size, x , of the motion-gap and its
current rate of closure, x such that τ( x ) = x / x .
Researchers have shown how it is possible to govern the
timing of the initiation of a movement [24] or discriminate
the time of arrival [25] using tau of the motion-gap between
an object and its effector. Taken this into account it could
therefore be conceptualised that the displacement of the tau
of the COM gap could specify the time to reorientation of the
body and be a variable that could be used to anticipate in
which direction a player is going to run in.. In sport [26] have
shown that tau theory can be used to understand the
regulation of putting in expert golf players.
Consequently, in sporting scenarios, tau of a motion-gap is
a variable which can influences the decision-making process
and action. In the case of DMs, it may be possible to use this
variable to anticipate a reorientation peak in the global body
displacement and interpret the current direction as a wrong
direction.
This paper aims to present a methodology to analyse in the
virtual environment the perceptual activity of the defender in
a 1 vs. 1 situation in rugby. Further, we are interested in a
variable which can be used to detect deceptive movements.
The hypothesis that we support is that, making reference to
tau theory, the COM displacement in the medio-lateral plane
can be used by the defender as a temporal variable to
anticipate the point of body reorientation and consequently
deceptive movement. Furthermore, with this approach it may
be possible to show greater anticipation in mid-level rugby
players than in a novice population.
II.

METHODS

2.1 Animation process and the virtual environment
Deceptive movements were recorded from real 1 vs. 1 rugby
situations using the optoelectronic motion capture Vicon MX
camera system (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). The animation
process consisted of adapting in real-time those real captured
movements to a new bones hierarchy in a virtual environment.
The animation module used was MKM (Manageable
Kinematic Motion) [27, 28]. It allows the captured movement
to be adapted so that a virtual humanoid produces realistic
movements. It has already been used and validated in
movement simulations in different sporting duels [29, 30].
The final virtual reality solution is managed by the 3D
development software Virtools 4.0 and all the developed

components are integrated by Virtools (3D rugby pitch,
humanoid animation, management of the interface).
Participants viewed the virtual rugby stadium through two
small screens inside a three-dimensional head mounted
display (HMD) unit (Cybermind Visette pro, Cybermind
Interactive Nederland, Maastricht, The Netherlands, 45°
each eye, resolution 1280*1024). This HMD was coupled in
real time using the Vicon motion capture system (5 markers
on the HMD) to allow head-movements to be tracked in real
time updating instantly the displayed viewpoint in the virtual
world.

Fig. 1. Overview of the global framework: from motion capture to the
immersive perceptual task

2.2 Participants and the protocol in the virtual environment
Eight ML rugby players (mean age 24.75 years; s.d.=4.78)
who play in the French national league division 5, and eight
NOV players (mean age 27.75 years; s.d.=4.43) took part in
this experiment. The experiment employed a temporal
occlusion paradigm. 14 movements were selected: five
during which the attacker passed to the left of the defender by
performing a deceptive movement (DM) to the right and five
during which he passed to the right of the defender by
performing a deceptive movement to the left. The other two
attacks did not involve any DMs and were made up of two
simple directional changes (NDM): one to the left and one to
the right of the defender. Four occlusion times are carried out.
The first one (T0) is made when the attacker’s foot makes
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contact with the ground before changing direction (left foot
for DM to the right and resp. right foot for DM to the left).
The other occlusions were implemented at 100ms (T1),
200ms (T2) and 300ms (T3) after T0. As each participant
was confronted with 14 movements*4 occlusions*4
repetitions, they judged a total of 224 randomised
movements. The subject made their predictions by pressing
the appropriate button on a Microsoft sidewinder gamepad to
indicate the final running direction of the attacker (right or
left). A training period was carried out to familiarize subjects
with the virtual environment and the task.
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Those results were regressed with the COM position in the
medio-lateral plane and with the tau of this measure using a
logistic (S-shaped) function (‘a’ and ‘b’ are constant values
and ‘u’ is the upper bound):

f ( x)  1

 1 u    a  b  
x

(1)

Logistical regressions are described by a determination
coefficient (R²) which symbolizes the level of use of this
variable to predict the final direction of the attacker. Then we
calculate the critical value (CV) of the information variable
where 50% goal responses are predicted (Fig.2). As we
explained before, the challenge of this work is to analyse
perceptual skill when faced with the uncertainty of “human”
movement. Given the inherent variability associated with this
type of task comparisons yielding R²values greater than 0.5
will be selected for between group comparisons.
Consequently, the CV analysis will make sense only when the
R²are greater than 0.5.
2.4 Statistical analysis
We compared the values for both the R²and the CVs from
the logistical regressions for the two groups using an
independent groups Student T-test (p <0.05).

Fig. 3. Mean curve of the COM M/L displacement during L-DM & R-DM
(resp. DM on the Left & DM on the Right).The vertical dot line symbolizes
the reorientation peak.

III.
Fig. 2. Example of logistical regression between the Tau of the COM
displacement in the M/L plane and the % of good judgments. The Critical
Value (CV) is obtained by projecting the 50% goal responses on the
regression curve. The results for novice n°8 and mid-level player n°2 are
presented here.

2.3 Informational variable Tau and the analysis process
The mean percentage of correct judgements was calculated
per subject, per movement and for each occlusion time.

RESULTS

3.1 Medio-lateral displacement of the COM
The COM displacement in the M/L plane shows logically a
reorientation peak, which symbolises the transition between
the wrong current direction and the real final direction (Fig.3).
As we explained before, this parameter is probably not the
main and the most accurate source of information, but in this
global approach it seems to be the most relevant parameter to
symbolise global body displacement.
.
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3.2 Logistical regression analysis: ML vs. NOV
Table 1 shows the logistical regression results. On the one
hand, they show that the simple COM displacement is
presumably not a variable used by either of the groups (Mean
R²for NOVs = 0.09±0.02 & for MLs = 0.023±0.005). On the
other hand, the
tau variable, which is calculated from the motion-gap created
by this displacement, shows R²s predominantly greater than
0.5 (Mean R²for NOVs = 0.55±0.03 & for MLs= 0.50±0.04).
For this last variable, the comparison between both
populations does not show any significant differences
(t(1,14)=1,007 ; p=0,331) (Fig.5).
The CV’s results can be projected on the mean curve of the
tau evolution and thus, be used to estimate the time where the
variable becomes more pertinent to detect DMs (Fig. 4) (%
good judgments > 50%). The time estimate results show a
significant difference between ML and NOV (t(1,14)=2,585 ;
p=0,022) (Fig.5) indicating that the ML group are picking up
the relevant information earlier than the NOV group.
TABLE 1: DETERMINATION COEFFICIENT (R²) AND CRITICAL
VALUE (CV) OF THE LOGISTICAL REGRESSION OF THE M/L COM
DISPLACEMENT AND OF THE TAU OF THIS COM DISPLACEMENT
(TAU COM) FOR ML & NOV

it shows how, with a specific methodological approach, the
global body displacements of an attacker can be used as a
variable to predict DM.
Findings showed that the simple COM displacement in the
M/L plane was not a variable used by both populations to
infer future running direction from the current direction of the
global body of the attacker (mean R²for both groups =
0.058±0.0132). However, making reference to tau theory, the
analysis of this displacement as a spatio-temporal measure of
a motion-gap, showed much more interesting results. Indeed,
the Tau of the COM displacement in the M/L plane yielded
significantly greater determination coefficients (mean R²for
both groups = 0.529±0.0258). Although this relationship
only explains 53% of the variance in the data, it does show
how a global parameter such as COM displacement can be
used by most of the subjects (ML & NOV) to make reliable
anticipatory judgements from “human” movement. This
variable seems to inform about the degree of credibility of the
current direction of the attacker. That being said, the
sensitivity of both populations to this variable was found to
be significantly different. The analysis of the CV allowed us
to highlight the mean threshold times when both groups
modified their judgements as a function of this variable (50%
good judgements). These results underline significantly
slower time estimates for the NOV group. It means that the
NOV group needs a larger value of this variable to interpret
the current direction as a wrong direction (in other words they
are less sensitive to this variable). This suggests a greater
sensitivity to this variable and greater anticipation skill for
the ML group.

Fig. 4. Evolution of the Tau of the COM M/L displacement from occlusion
T0 to T3. Estimate times of the critical value (NOV.CV & ML.CV) for both
groups are estimated. The horizontal dotted line (when Tau COM = 0)
symbolizes the reorientation peak.

IV.

DISCUSSION

This study does not aim to underline accurately the real
sources of information used by a rugby defender, but instead

Fig. 5. Mean R²and Estimate Times for both groups: ML and NOV. The
error bars represent the standard errors. Statistical comparisons were
performed using Student-T Tests (p<0.05).
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated how the global body
displacement in the M/L plane, analysed using COM
displacements, can be used by a defender (novice or
mid-level player) to anticipate a reorientation peak and thus a
DM. In addition, this work shows that this anticipatory skill is
not only due to a specific visual search strategy but also to a
greater sensitivity to the same spatio-temporal variable.
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